It has been hypothesized that stimulus-aligned brain rhythms reflect predictions about upcoming input. New research shows that these rhythms bias subsequent speech perception, in line with a mechanism of prediction.
There is hardly a term in cognitive neuroscience that encounters as much popularity and debate as 'the predictive brain'. Indeed, according to some authors, the brain is not much more than a machine that constantly predicts the future [1, 2] , and our neural architecture seems to be designed for that purpose [3] . It is therefore not surprising that the neural substrates of these predictive processes are a central topic of investigation. A new study reported in this issue of Current Biology by Kö sem et al. [4] provides important evidence that neural oscillations, rhythmic fluctuations in neural excitability [5] , might represent such a substrate.
It has been shown repeatedly that a rhythmic stimulus, such as speech, evokes a brain response that is also rhythmic and follows the pattern of the input [6] . This alignment between brain response and stimulus input has been termed neural entrainment. It has been suggested that neural entrainment reflects a mechanism of prediction: the brain might align its oscillations so that their high-excitability phase coincides with, and amplifies, predicted important events [7] . Recently, however, it has become more and more evident that most studies might be affected by an important but unresolved issue. Presenting a rhythmic stimulus will inevitably result in brain activity that follows the rhythmic structure of the input -but this brain activity might exclusively consist of evoked neural responses that appear regular only because of the rhythmicity of the input [8] . As a consequence, observing a rhythmic brain response to rhythmic input is not enough to demonstrate 'genuine' neural entrainment -involving genuine oscillatory activity -and experimental support for the idea that neural entrainment reflects a mechanism of prediction remained restricted to indirect and sparse evidence [8] .
One potential solution to this problem is to measure neural activity (and behaviour) after the rhythmic input. If entrained neural oscillations indeed reflect predictions about the upcoming input, they should persist for some time after the entraining stimulus; evoked neural responses, however, are relatively short and should disappear quickly after stimulus offset. Indeed, previous studies [9] [10] [11] have shown that both the probability of detecting a simple target, such as pure tones, and neural activity oscillates briefly after the offset of a rhythmic stimulus. However, evidence is rare, if present at all, that these rhythmic fluctuations in perception and neural activity are linked. Moreover, similar effects had not yet been demonstrated for speech as a stimulus; this is important, as neural entrainment plays a crucial role for current theories of speech perception, based on the finding that rhythmic brain responses to speech are enhanced if the latter is intelligible [12] .
In their elegant new study, Kö sem et al. [4] demonstrate that neural entrainment to speech indeed persists after the offset of the entraining speech stimulus, and that this carry-over entrainment has consequences for speech perception. Participants listened to speech sentences at two different rates (3 Hz or 5.5 Hz; Figure 1 ). As explained above, observing 'oscillations' with frequencies that differ between these two conditions would not be very surprising, as the difference in speech rate also leads to differences in (the frequency of) evoked neural responses that would inevitably be confounded with any measure of entrainment. The crucial finding, therefore, is what happened in a subsequent time window, in which participants were presented with speech at an intermediate rate in both conditions. According to the authors' hypothesis ( Figure 1 ), neural oscillations were still operating at the rate of the preceding speech (at 3 Hz or 5.5 Hz), reflecting predictions about the rate of upcoming speech.
Indeed, Kö sem et al. [4] observed oscillatory activity at a frequency corresponding to the preceding speech rate ( Figure 1 ). This finding is important as it demonstrates genuine entrainment to speech: even though the speech presented at an intermediate rate might have evoked neural responses, the rhythm of these responses would not correspond to the frequencies of interest (3 Hz or 5.5 Hz) and is therefore unlikely to have influenced the reported oscillatory activity. Finally, the intermediate speech also contained a target word which could adopt two different meanings, depending on the length of a vowel. Not only were participants more likely to perceive a longer vowel when the preceding speech rate was fast ( Figure 1 ), but, crucially, this perceptual bias was correlated with the strength of the sustained entrainment during this time window. Thus, the authors also showed that the observed carry-over entrainment is correlated with behavioral outcomes of speech perception.
The study by Kö sem et al. [4] answers some long-standing questions. For instance, we now have convincing evidence that the entrainment of genuine oscillatory activity reflects a predictive process that modulates speech perception. But the study also raises new questions which need to be answered in future work. For instance, speech is a complex stimulus and individual words or syllables are relatively long -potentially much longer than the high-excitability phase of an oscillation. The brain therefore needs to 'decide' which features of speech are important enough to be amplified and which can be ignored (those aligned with the high-excitability or low-excitability phase, respectively). This question cannot be answered from the current study, as speech perception is only inferred from the perceived length of a vowel. Thus, future studies need to reveal how neural entrainment modulates the intelligibility of complex sentences in which the (entrainment-induced) amplification of different speech segments contributes to speech comprehension.
Moreover, in natural language, speech rate varies continuously -indeed, a typical speech rhythm fluctuates between 2 Hz and 8 Hz [13] -so that neural oscillations might need to adjust not only their phase but also their frequency. This was not observed by Kö sem et al. [4] : Neural oscillations seem to operate at a frequency that corresponds to the rate of preceding speech, despite the presentation of speech at a different rate. This apparent inflexibility might be due to a relatively unpredictable change in speech rate, leading to a relatively long time required to adapt oscillatory processes to the new speech rate. In more natural scenarios, the brain might not be able to afford such a delay, as changes in speech rate occur more rapidly. It therefore seems likely that certain cues are necessary to predict upcoming changes in speech rate and adjust the frequency of oscillations accordingly. Although some progress has been made in this respect [14] , it is still an open question what these cues are and how we can find them.
Kö sem et al. [4] manipulated the frequency of entrained oscillations using different speech rates and demonstrated consequences for speech perception. This finding nicely complements previous studies providing evidence that neural entrainment is causally relevant for speech processing and comprehension. Whereas Kö sem et al. [4] used sensory input for this experimental manipulation, previous studies applied transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) to alter the alignment between neural oscillations and speech rhythm. It was shown that neural responses to speech (measured as blood-oxygen level dependent, BOLD, response) depend on the phase relation between tACS and speech rhythm, but, strikingly, only when the speech is intelligible [15] . In line with these neural findings, two other studies [16, 17] confirmed that tACS-induced manipulation of neural entrainment modulates speech comprehension. Nevertheless, an apparent entrainment of neural oscillations by tACS might be affected by similar issues as explained above: Does tACS really align genuine oscillatory activity or merely interact with evoked neural responses? In future studies, it would be interesting to apply the approach designed by Kö sem et al. [4] in tACS studies. For instance, does speech perception depend on the frequency (or phase) of preceding tACS? Positive results would represent convincing and important evidence for a modulation of genuine neural oscillations.
To conclude, the study by Kö sem et al. [4] represents an exciting change in direction in the field of neural entrainment: Not every rhythmic brain response reflects an oscillation; we need clever paradigms to isolate neural oscillations from other factors that can produce misleadingly similar waveforms. Only then can we demonstrate an important role of neural oscillations for (speech) perception and behaviour, and ultimately reveal one potential substrate of prediction.
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Oscillations adapt to speech rate It has been shown before that neural oscillations (red) align to the rhythm of speech (blue), roughly corresponding to the broadband speech envelope. Kö sem et al. [4] demonstrate that these stimulusaligned oscillations persist and bias both the frequency of subsequently recorded oscillatory activity and the perception of an ambiguous word. These oscillations therefore reflect predictions about the rhythm of upcoming speech. Current Biology 28, R1096-R1119, September 24, 2018 R1103
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Dispatches Whether phenotypic plasticity enables or hinders genetic adaptation has been debated for over a century. A study of lizard coloration uncovers the means by which plasticity can facilitate colonization of novel environments and enable eventual adaptation by natural selection.
Natural selection acts on phenotypes, yet evolution occurs at the level of genotypes. Accordingly, the more direct the links are between phenotypes and genotypes, the more effectively natural selection can shape genetic variation and drive adaptation. The ability of organisms to modify their phenotypes in response to environmental conditionsreferred to as phenotypic plasticity -is often thought to reduce the efficacy of selection by disrupting the associations between phenotypes and genotypes [1] . This suggests that plasticity may largely impede adaptive evolution. However, it has been posited that plasticity may facilitate or even promote adaptation in certain contexts. This debate over the relationship between plasticity and selection has continued for the last century. For example, Baldwin hypothesized in 1896 that plasticity enables populations to persist in novel environmental conditions, and that over time natural selection will 'fine-tune' the population to the environment by modifying the range or average phenotype of the plastic response [2] [3] [4] . A more recently proposed 'plasticityfirst' hypothesis suggests that standing variation in plasticity itself may be exposed to selection upon colonization of a new environment, thus allowing for adaptive evolution of the plastic response [5] [6] [7] . The lack of robust empirical evidence from natural systems has, however, prevented the wide acceptance of these and other similar hypotheses, prolonging the longstanding debate about the role of plasticity in adaptive evolution [1, 5, [7] [8] [9] [10] . A new study by Ammon Corl and colleagues [11] in this issue of Current Biology presents important empirical evidence for the synergistic roles of plasticity and adaptation in the successful colonization of a new environment by side-blotched lizards (Uta stansburiana).
Side-blotched lizards that inhabit the Pisgah Lava Flow in southern California exhibit a dark, melanistic coloration that facilitates crypsis on dark volcanic rocks. This dark phenotype is distinct from other nearby lizard populations that live on lighter-colored soil and are more lightly colored (Figure 1 ). The coloration of both lava and off-lava populations is phenotypically plastic, however, such that lava flow lizards housed on light soil develop a significantly lighter coloration while off-lava lizards housed on darker volcanic rock develop a significantly darker coloration. Interestingly, lizards from the Pisgah Lava Flow population are capable of achieving a darker coloration than off-lava lizards housed
